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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ALEXA SXT GOES WIRELESS
• New ALEXA SXT W incorporates a built-in video transmitter
• Part of a complete ARRI Wireless Video System
(April 19, 2017; Munich, Germany) – ARRI is announcing an exciting upgrade to
the ALEXA SXT platform, making ALEXA SXT an entirely wireless professional
motion picture camera system.
In a move that will increase efficiency on set, ARRI has integrated a high-quality and
low-latency HD video transmitter and a WiFi radio into the new ALEXA SXT W
model ("W" for Wireless). Based on the popular ALEXA SXT Plus, the SXT W will
replace the ALEXA SXT Plus and ALEXA SXT Studio models. As always, there are
attractive upgrade options for existing owners of ALEXA SXT EV and ALEXA SXT
Plus cameras.
Having a video transmitter built into the ALEXA SXT W makes the camera smaller
and lighter than it would be with an external transmitter, and avoids the associated
cable problems. Camera setup will be quicker and productions will be able to move
faster, freed of the necessity to route video cables.
In addition, the integrated WiFi radio opens a whole range of options, starting with
wireless color management on set and continuing with wireless camera remote
control with the ALEXA Web Remote. Other exciting WiFi options are currently in
development.
"Our wireless video uses technology from market leader Amimon, with special
hardware and software modifications to comply with ARRI's stringent performance
and quality requirements," says Marc Shipman-Mueller, ALEXA Product Manager.
"But that is not all; the wireless video system works harmoniously with ALEXA SXT’s
other radio-based offerings – the WiFi and our own proprietary camera and lens
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control system – avoiding time-consuming interference between the radios on the
camera."
The ALEXA SXT W forms part of a new and complete ARRI Wireless Video System
(WVS), along with a stand-alone video transmitter for use with other cameras such
as the ALEXA Mini, and a stand-alone video receiver for receiving signals from
either transmitter. An extensive accessory range includes mounting brackets,
antenna extensions, the handheld Director’s Monitor Support (DMS-1), and a
specially adapted Transvideo monitor with a built-in receiver for the ARRI
transmitters. The system is designed for real-world usage on professional sets, with
all components being spray and dust proof, constructed from rugged materials, and
having a wide operating temperature range.
"We are very proud of our joint effort with ARRI on their new wireless ALEXA SXT,"
says Ram Ofir, CEO of Amimon. "We worked closely with ARRI's engineering team
on customizing the wireless video modules, adding new features and optimizing
performance for ALEXA. I believe that our continued venture with ARRI will be
fruitful and yield unique developments in the future."
"This significant upgrade affirms our commitment to the ALEXA SXT camera
platform," says Stephan Schenk, Managing Director of ARRI Cine Technik and
Head of ARRI’s Business Unit Camera Systems. “From the very beginning we have
planned various upgrades for the ALEXA SXT platform and I am pleased to now
announce a camera that allows a wireless workflow on set.”

About ARRI:
Arnold & Richter Cine Technik (ARRI) is a global company within the motion picture industry, employing around
1,300 staff worldwide. In 2017 ARRI is celebrating its centenary, having been founded in 1917 in Munich,
Germany, where the headquarters is still located today. Other subsidiaries exist in Europe, North and South
America, Asia and Australia.
The ARRI Group consists of five business units: Camera Systems, Lighting, Media, Rental and Medical. ARRI is
a leading designer and manufacturer of camera and lighting systems for the film industry, with a worldwide
distribution and service network. It is also an integrated media service provider in the fields of postproduction
and equipment rental, supplying camera, lighting and grip packages to professional productions. ARRI Medical
focuses on the use of core imaging technologies for surgical applications.
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has recognized ARRI’s engineers and their contributions to
the industry with 19 Scientific and Technical Awards.
For locations and more information please visit www.arri.com.
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